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seamlessly among them. Firebase
seems to become all-you-need-to-

know. Firebase 2 might be
recommended to people still in use of

Android 4.4. However, this new
version of Firebase, as stated in the
recent blog post, is compatible with
the latest platform, so you can keep
using Firebase with Android 5.0 and
Android 5.1. The good news here, is

that Firebase 6 is fully compatible with
the latest devices. Of course, Firebase

6 won't work with all devices,
however, that's no matter with the

previous version, as it couldn't support
all of them. Firebase is the central hub
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of your apps Firebase is a database
that you can use in your Android and

iOS apps. It's a real-time database that
allows cross-platform activity. It's

scalable with two features that enable
high performance and a low price.

Firebase operates separately from the
app, so no devices are
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